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Care ethics is a normative moral theory whose proponents argue that the salient 
feature of moral acts is whether they establish or maintain caring relationships 
between people. When care ethicists discuss how education should be admin-
istered in and for a caring society, the consensus is that governments are the 
proper administrators of educational services, and care ethicists often distrust 
private actors offering educational services. I will offer reasons why, according 
to care ethicists’ own standards, educational markets may be more compatible 
with an ethic of care than government-provided public education. Markets for 
private educational services tend to be more attentive and responsive to needs 
than public education, and interaction between producer and consumer tends to 
be more direct and reciprocal than public education systems. I will also address 
several objections that care ethicists might have.

Introduction

Care ethics is a normative moral theory whose proponents argue that the morally 
salient feature of relationships between people (or between people and things, 
such as our environment) is whether those relationships exhibit appropriate care. 
Care ethicists have argued that there are two elements to good caring relations, 
though theorists differ in what importance they assign to each condition. Over 
the past twenty years, care ethicists have increasingly argued that care ethics 
need not be limited to a theory about personal relationships (among family 
members, friends, or known others), but can be extended to deal with political 
philosophy and public policy, offering an alternative (or needed supplement) to 
theories of justice. 
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Probably because care ethicists are often sensitive to the role of proximity 
(geographical, familial, emotional, etc.) to care, care ethicists often favor a 
decentralized role for government where either government bureaucracies do 
not attempt to provide care directly, or if they do, it is through local governments 
who might be more responsive to individual differences and needs. Concerning 
the role of “carers,” Nel Noddings writes, “We do no care, in the direct sense, 
through welfare grants, coercive schooling, or military action. We have to work 
toward a world in which ‘it is possible to be good’—one in which carers are 
enabled to care without sacrificing their own lives.…”1 Because people have 
different needs than might be provided for in a centralized (and hence, usually 
standardized) policy or institution, Daniel Engster suggests that “care theory … 
favors a more flexible and decentralized policy approach that offers individuals 
more choice and input in determining how to care for themselves and others.”2 
Because caring is most natural and effective directly (because one can be most 
attentive and responsive to those one knows and sees), care ethicists most often 
advocate for (centralized) governments not to provide care directly, but rather, 
create and maintain conditions under which caring relationships between people 
are fostered and care flows most easily and effectively between people. 

Many care ethicists are skeptical about care ethics’ compatibility with educa-
tional services offered primarily via markets. Though Nel Noddings is troubled by 
the trends toward standardization that American public schools have undergone 
over the past several decades, she worries that “to treat schools like businesses is a 
category mistake of significant proportions” and that leaving educational services 
to be bought and sold on the market threatens the idea of schools as “centers of 
stability and community.”3 Virginia Held has similar concerns, arguing, “Once 
an educational institution has been taken over by the market, anything other 
than economic gain is unlikely to be its highest priority, since a corporation’s 
responsibility to its shareholders leads it to try to maximize economic gain.”4 

In what follows, I will argue that markets in educational services may be 
more likely than government-provided public education to achieve care ethicists’ 
stated goals of seeking to create more caring relations in the world. Particularly, 
I will argue that, according to care ethicists’ definition of care, there are com-
pelling theoretical and empirical reasons to suppose that markets in education 
will produce more caring relations between producers and consumers than will 
public school systems. 

Before we begin, I should clarify several things I am not arguing. This article 
is not a defense of care ethics as an approach to education policy or—maybe less 
obviously—a defense of educational markets.5 My argument is conditional: If 
we want education policy consistent with an ethic of care, then there are several 
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reasons why educational markets will, on balance, do a better job at achieving 
that goal than a system of government-provided public schools. Additionally, I 
will not be arguing for any particular shape that educational markets should take 
(whether government does or does not redistribute funds to guarantee educational 
access to all; whether, or what, regulations are put on what consumers may buy or 
producers must do, etc.). Those are necessary discussions to have, of course, but 
first we must decide whether educational markets or a system of public schools 
is most likely to achieve outcomes consistent with an ethic of care. 

I should also stress that I offer the following thoughts in the spirit of nonideal 
political theory. I do not claim that markets create perfect caring relationships 
but only that markets stand the best chance of approaching the types of caring 
relationships that care ethicists want to see. Care ethics itself seems to be writ-
ten largely in the realm of nonideal theory: How can we achieve the best moral 
results in a world where situations exist where our ability to care about and 
for others is finite and often partial (i.e., where we do not generally care about 
everyone equally and do not have energy or time enough to care for everyone 
who needs it). Therefore, I do not claim that markets in education services will 
necessarily create ideal caring relationships; only that given the world we live 
in, they might be the best way to realize the kind of education system that care 
ethicists want to see. 

Attention and Responsiveness in Educational Markets 

Private schools operating within markets are more likely to be attentive and 
responsive to parents and students than public schools. This is not, though, pri-
marily because private schools are more likely to adapt their policies to parent 
and student input. It is because markets allow parents and students to find schools 
that best suit their needs and allow entrepreneurs to create schools that attempt 
to satisfy unserved needs in a way neither group can in a public school system. 

Care ethicists tend to emphasize attentiveness and responsiveness (on the 
part of the carer) as necessary conditions of caring relations. Care ethicists con-
ventionally define attentiveness as our ability to perceive the needs of others, 
and responsiveness as our ability to meet the needs of others and adjust how 
we respond to others based on how they react to our efforts. Joan Tronto gives 
a concise description of attentiveness as “being able to perceive needs in self 
and others and to perceive them with as little distortion as possible.”6 For Nel 
Noddings, attentiveness means more than simply being able to perceive the needs 
of others; it is being momentarily “engrossed in (or receptively attentive to) the 
needs expressed in an encounter.”7 
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It is not enough for caring, of course, to attentively decipher others’ needs; 
one needs to follow that with an attempt to address those needs. Responsiveness 
to need is the competence we show in addressing the needs we find in oth-
ers. Responsiveness is not only about whether we respond, but also how we 
respond—and in cases where the caring relationship is ongoing, whether (and 
to what effect) we adjust our continuing care efforts in response to the changing 
context of the other.

Public schools in the United States and many other countries are organized 
bureaucratically, vesting authority for creating and changing school policies at 
least in districts (local school boards and superintendents, in the United States) and 
often in state and national bodies (state boards of education and legislatures, the 
national legislature and Department of Education). The farther removed central-
ized decision-making authority is from parents and students, the less responsive 
those systems are likely to be. Even in public school systems where decision 
making is done quite locally, concerned citizens’ two options for providing 
feedback to schools are to vote in school board elections and to voice concerns 
to the school board and local superintendents. Neither method is likely to yield 
the kind of attentiveness or responsiveness that care ethicists argue is necessary 
for the caring administration of social services.

Voting for school board members has several limitations, including elections 
being held at several year intervals, majoritarianism (which leaves those who 
did not vote for the winning candidate disaffected), and a lack of guarantee that 
the winning candidate will (try to) enact policies in their platform once in office. 
Next, because policy changes generally must be district-wide, any changes 
enacted by school boards threaten to alienate others in the district. Finally, contra 
several care ethicists’ concern that priority go with the needs of the most vulner-
able—voice tends to favor those who have time enough to attend school board 
meetings, can produce the most sophisticated and articulate arguments, and have 
the wherewithal to “politic” for their cause (forge political connections, organize 
turnout on behalf of a particular issue, etc.).8 For these reasons, exercising voice 
to elected or appointed officials will often be an ineffective way to ensure that 
public school systems exercise care toward their consumers. 

Will markets produce schools that are more attentive and responsive to par-
ent and student need? It is hard to say definitely. Research comparing public to 
private schools tends to focus on academic performance measures, from which 
information about school responsiveness can only be inferred.9 Little research 
exists specifically on the responsiveness of public and private schools. One 
study by Bauch and Goldring indicates that, adjusting for school size, surveyed 
parents found private Catholic schools to be generally more responsive to their 
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needs (providing information to parents, responding to parent concerns) than 
single-focused or multi-focused magnet schools of choice.10 While the study 
does not compare these perceptions of responsiveness to those of public school 
parents, most surveyed parents appear to have chosen out of the public schools, 
and the study suggests that at least one type of private school has been judged 
by parents to be more responsive than “traditional” public schools or public 
magnet schools of choice. 

A more comprehensive study of British school choice in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s finds that, on balance, educational markets did lead to more respon-
siveness on the part of schools of choice.11 The study demonstrates that schools 
of choice showed increased responsiveness particularly in their eagerness to 
address concerns about academic substance, or convincing parents of “increased 
attention being given to raising academic performance, as measured by public 
examination results.”12 School choice also led to an increased “movement towards 
greater openness by schools to families generally and to their local communi-
ties,”13 which indicates a certain type of responsiveness induced by school choice. 
The study, however, noted that schools tended to be more responsive to groups 
with higher economic and social capital and less responsive to parents when it 
came to decisions about curriculum, discipline, and the schools’ internal affairs.

There are several reasons to think that private schools might be more responsive 
to families and students than public schools. First, private schools arguably face 
a type of market pressure that public schools do not, where families who believe 
their needs are not being addressed can take their children—and funding—out 
of the school. Second, both administrators and teachers (the former much more 
than the latter) generally have more autonomy in private than in public schools,14 
which means they have greater flexibility than their public-school counterparts 
in setting/revising school and classroom policies. Third, private schools often 
have the freedom to organize around a mission (a certain approach to pedagogy, 
a religious mission, etc.), catering to those potential customers who share that 
mission, which often relates to various types of care. Private schools, for instance, 
may cater to certain types of families (maybe religious ones) or students (maybe 
those with specific learning needs) that the school thinks are not being adequately 
responded to by other schools. Those families may well find the most attentive 
and responsive care at particular schools organized around those types of needs, 
rather than at a public school whose membership has a more diverse set of needs.

There is some evidence, however, indicating that private schools of choice 
are not necessarily more responsive than public schools. Two qualitative studies 
of California public and private schools show that public and private schools are 
equally likely to take account of and respond to consumer feedback and demand 
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(and that whether they do so may be contingent on the socioeconomic status of 
the school’s clientele).15 Similarly, James Tooley’s description of the private 
SABIS International Schools Network depicts a private schooling company that 
is heavily standardized with a patented curricular system and, thus, is inflexible 
to consumer demand.16 

Even if we assume, though, that private schools are no more likely than public 
schools to modify their operations by taking consumer feedback into account, there 
is still reason to think they will achieve results more amenable to care ethicists’ 
conditions of attentiveness and responsiveness than public schools. Because 
consumers in markets will have more choices and exit rights in a market than a 
public school system, families may choose between schools in order to pick that 
which best meets their children’s (and the family’s) needs. While Benveniste et 
al. concluded that private schools were no more likely to respond to parental 
input than public schools, they did note that “the ability of parents to influence 
what happens in private schools appears to be greatest at the moment of their 
initial choice of educational establishment or if they exercise the option to exit 
to an alternative school.”17 Even if families can only choose between several 
inflexible schooling options (each offered on a “take it as is or leave it” basis), 
this will likely result in families finding schools that better fit their children’s 
needs than a public school system (where, per above, the most impactful ways 
to change the public school curriculum are appealing to and voting for school 
board representatives). 

Someone might object that this is not a caring relationship per se. Schools 
set policies they believe will help gain and keep customers; parents and children 
choose the school they believe fits their needs; and those families who are unsat-
isfied exit their contract with their current school to find a new school. Caring 
seems to demand more than this—that the people who provide and receive care 
at the school engage in a more intimate relationship where the care providers are 
genuinely motivated by the needs of the child. This criticism has merit, but two 
responses are possible. First, there is nothing prohibiting such a caring relationship 
from happening at a private school; it may even be more likely owing to there 
being a more direct relationship between those who are paying for the school’s 
services (the family) and the school than there would be in a tax-supported public 
school (more on that below). Second, I am not claiming that private schools in a 
market will make for perfectly caring relationships, but only that, thanks to the 
exit option built into markets, they stand a better chance of allowing people to 
find relationships that they judge as satisfactory. 
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While it is an open question whether educational markets will result in schools 
that are more attentive and responsive in incorporating parental feedback, it can 
be argued that the market system allows families to be more attentive and respon-
sive in their purchase of educational services for their children. The market’s 
allowance of choice and exit rights to parents with which they can attentively 
and responsively choose schools for their children fits with Daniel Engster’s 
conception of care ethics, which “favors a more flexible and decentralized policy 
approach that offers individuals more choice and input in determining how to 
care for themselves and others.”18 Unless there is reason to think that public 
schools will be more responsive than private schools (and neither Rothstein et 
al. nor Benveniste et al. found public schools to be more or less responsive), the 
choice and exit rights present in markets should lead to results where students 
are more likely to have their needs met than they would in public school systems. 

Markets Will Create and Nurture Caring Relations 

One goal most care ethicists have when applying care ethics to social policy is a 
world where people can and do freely enter into caring relationships with others 
and where those relationships are best able to flourish. Nel Noddings puts the 
point well when she suggests that social policy sufficiently guided by an ethic of 
care will find policy makers “choos[ing] a theory of justice that aims to establish 
or restore conditions in which natural caring might flourish rather than to invoke 
an entirely different moral approach or to attempt caring directly.”19 For similar 
reasons, Daniel Engster recommends that a caring government “should shift the 
delivery of care as much as possible to the personal and local level, facilitating 
the care of individuals primarily by providing support for parents, families, 
caregivers, and local organization.”20

Yet, care ethicists almost uniformly view the idea that markets can facilitate 
genuinely caring relations with skepticism. Joan Tronto writes that markets, 
with their impersonality and motives of self-interest, are unlikely to incorporate 
genuine care, which is “distinctive because of its intimate nature.”21 Virginia 
Held is similarly skeptical that markets can foster genuine care; for Held, “once 
an educational institution has been taken over by the market, anything other than 
economic gain is unlikely to be its highest priority,” a value certainly not easily 
reconcilable with other-oriented care.22

Many care ethicists (and other critics of markets) believe that markets are 
impersonal and fear that educational markets will reward schools that are sim-
ply the most cost-efficient and least personal. Recall Joan Tronto’s suggestion 
that “another serious problem for care on the market is the way in which care is 
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distinctive because of its intimate nature.” For Tronto, “us[ing] the language of 
the market … ignores the fact that care is intimate, often involving an emotional 
attachment” in a way that impersonal markets “cannot or will not likely provide.”23

In fact, as long as markets are driven by consumer demand and choice, compa-
nies providing services in markets will be as impersonal or personal as customers 
demand. Joan Tronto is right to note that education and other care services are 
costly and not easily automated. But this does not mean that markets cannot 
offer personal or personalized services. Of course, markets do offer such ser-
vices: yoga instruction, career counseling, and (of course) private schooling are 
examples of personalized services that are offered through markets. Economist 
Randy Simmons explains that, in markets, “products that are easily produced 
at low cost lend themselves to mass production and few firms; complex, highly 
individualized products or services are apt to be offered by many firms, none 
of which has a large share of the market.”24 The fact that education is not eas-
ily automated because it requires personalization does not mean it could not 
be offered on the market; it just means that the market would most likely be 
populated by more small firms rather than few large firms, because the service 
is less amenable to standardization. 

 In fact, there is good evidence to support the idea that markets are impersonal 
when they need to be and personal when they need to be. Price and Arnould 
examined the formation of “commercial friendships”25 between hairstylists and 
customers, where their surveys not only indicated that a certain kind of friend-
ship and loyalty did develop between customers and hairstylists, but that hair 
salons often recognize the value of encouraging such personalized “commercial 
friendships” as a successful business move. In interviews with patrons of a local 
Chicago restaurant, Rosenbaum et al.26 found that the restaurant functioned as 
a “third space” where supportive bonds formed between patrons and staff. In a 
larger study, Cowen27 found not only that similar support bonds formed between 
hair dressers, family-practice attorneys, industrial supervisors, and bartenders and 
their respective clients, but also that employees felt professionally good about 
nurturing such bonds with clients. In these cases—all services that require personal 
interaction between producer and consumer—producers not only found ways to 
deliver good service without sacrificing personal relations between themselves 
and consumers, but also found the maintenance of such personal relations to be 
a central part of providing that service. As long as education is a service whose 
effectiveness is related to personal interaction between producers and consum-
ers, there is every reason to suppose that educational markets will reward those 
who nurture those interactions.28
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None of this is to say that caring relationships cannot develop between public 
school faculty/staff and public school students/families. I have only argued that, 
contra some care ethicists’ depictions, markets can and do provide services that 
carry significant elements of care between producer and consumer. But is there 
reason to think that educational markets may produce more or better caring 
relations between consumer and producer than do than public school systems? 

There is. This partly has to do with what I have argued in preceding sections: 
that relationships formed in markets will be more attentive, responsive, direct, and 
reciprocal between producers and consumers than those within a public system. 
Also, however, there is a developing body of evidence showing that the very act 
of trade between parties produces empathic bonds between them. 

Research by neuroeconomist Paul Zak and colleagues have demonstrated 
that the act of trade between parties increases the level of oxytocin—the neural 
chemical seemingly responsible for empathy and compassion—between par-
ties.29 If the act of trade does tend to increase empathy between traders, this 
would certainly be a reason to prefer relations developed through educational 
markets than through tax-supported public school systems. As mentioned previ-
ously, public school systems are funded indirectly by taxpayers paying local, 
state, and national taxes to governmental bodies, which choose how to allocate 
such funding toward schools and other public works. Families whose children 
attend public schools, then, did not directly pay for their children to attend those 
schools. By contrast, school services bought on the market are the product of a 
direct transaction between families and schools. Schools know that the students 
who attend the school come from families who paid the school for their services, 
and consumers know that their money went to a school they chose to support and 
have their children attend. The sort of direct transaction, in some sense, binds 
the interests of each party with the other. 

Here, an objector might note that, even if direct transaction increases empathy 
between parties, the transaction between the family and school is still indirect, 
and that quite possibly, the degree to which trade increases empathy is affected 
by the size of the organization one is trading with. It may be that a family writing 
a tuition check to a local small school will increase the school’s motivation to 
attend to their child’s needs, but paying tuition by credit card to a large company 
with a chain of schools will do little to increase the empathy of those who work 
in the school the child attends. This is a legitimate concern. Yet, even if this is so, 
it seems more likely that some empathy might be created by trade (of tuition for 
education) with a private school because, however large the organization being 
traded with, the transaction is still more direct than with a tax-funded school 
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system. Moreover, this problem (if there is one) could be solved by regulations 
putting a limit to the size of companies that provide schooling services.

To my overall project, it can be objected that the care most of us (and care 
ethicists) aim for is between teacher and student more than between school and 
family, and that any direct relation in a market for education will be between par-
ents (the payer) and school (service provider). This is correct, but two responses 
are possible. First, we should not undervalue the forging of direct and potentially 
caring relations between parents and the school, especially given that the other 
option is often a very indirect relation between these two parties (where public 
schools get their money from governments rather than parents directly). Second, 
the relation between teacher and student in a private system will likely be more 
direct than in a public system. In the former, the teacher is employed by the 
school, and the school has a direct relation to the parent; thus, the school may 
have more interest in ensuring that the teacher is meeting the needs of the child, 
as the school has a direct relation both with the family (who pays the school 
for service) and the teacher (whose work is necessary for the school’s contin-
ued success and financial well-being). In a public system, the relation between 
teacher and child is potentially less direct, as the teacher is employed by the 
school district, funded by the parents indirectly, not through tuition but taxation. 
Caring teachers may receive more encouragement by private employers whose 
well-being depends on providing good service to paying parents (assuming the 
parents see meeting their children’s needs as a condition of good service) than 
in a public school system, where schools are more beholden to governments for 
their budgets than to parents directly. 

While there exist various degrees of choice within many public education 
systems—choice between public schools or teachers/programs within public 
schools, as well as charter and magnet schools—the fact that money transac-
tions between parties help to create empathy may be one reason to prefer school 
choice among private providers. While choice is valuable within the public sector, 
any financial transactions between consumer and producer will be more direct 
in a private system where the consumer pays the producer directly. It could be 
objected that, in a private system, the money still goes from the consumer to the 
company who runs the school, and thus, there is no financial transaction between 
the consumer and teachers. This is true, but within a private system, there is a 
direct transaction between family and school, while in a public system, there is 
no direct transaction at all.
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Conclusion 

My case has been conditional: If one accepts the goals of creating a more caring 
system of education (in the way care ethicists most often conceive of care), then 
there is good reason to suppose that education markets will produce better results 
than public school systems. I have not argued either that care ethics is the superior 
moral theory by which to set public policy or that markets produce ideally caring 
results that perfectly align with care ethicists’ conception of care, but only that 
markets likely do so better than public school systems, all things considered. 

Importantly, I have not argued for what shape markets should take in education: 
Should there be a role for government in redistributing money via vouchers to 
families for educational use or should government stay out of education entirely? 
Should there be regulations limiting what forms of education people can purchase 
or what policies schools may set? While these questions are interesting, I have 
not dealt with them here, largely because—before talking about what shape edu-
cational markets should take—we must first discuss whether educational markets 
are morally preferable to public school systems. It may well be that in order to 
fully settle that question, more time and thought must be spent on figuring out 
what kind of market with what kind of role for government we are talking about. 

For now, though, I hope to have spoken to many care ethicists’ concerns 
that markets in care services (or education services particularly) are inimical 
to care theory. A market in educational services is likely to be more attentive, 
responsive, direct, and reciprocal and to sustain healthier caring relationships 
than governmentally administered public school systems.
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